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1. WELCOME BY THE CHAIRMAN 

The CHAIRIAN, on behalf of the Executive Board, extended a warm 

welcome to Dr. Pandit. 

2. WORKING GROUPS 

The CHAIRMAN, after reading out the timetables for the drafting 

committee and the four working groups, proposed that item 30^1 of 

the agenda - Collaboration in the publication of papers presented 

in international congresses of medical sciences - should be referred 

to working group T). 

Decisioni This proposal was agreed. 

INVITATION TO THE DIRSCTOR GENERAL TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SEVENTH 

PACIFIC SCIENCE CONGRESS (Document ЕВ2Д2) (item 39 of the Agenda). 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said this item had been submitted as it 

raised a question of principié t s iould the Board reply to the 

many invitations addressed to it by international conferences by-

sending senior members of the Secretariat as representatives, which 

would involve considerable expense and difficulty, or should such 

representation be restricted to those officers of WHO who happened 

to be in the locality where such conferences were held? 

Dr, STAMPAR thought that WHO should be represented at the 

seventh session of the Pacific Science Congress because he had 

attended six of its meetings in 1939 and found that a considerable 

part of its work was devoted to health problems. It would be suffi-

cient, however, to ask a reprasentative from New Zealand to attend 

the Congress as an observer, and report to the Executive Board on 

the decisions taken therein^ 

Dr. HYDE supported this proposal but stressed that any-

representative chosen should possess a real understanding of the 

structure and possibilities of WHO, since in the past WHO 



representatives at such international conferences had sometimes 

put forward proposals which were impractical» 

Dr. DOWLING thought that WHO should be represented at the 

Congress since firstly, it was an extremely important body and 

secondly, it would provide a means of establishing contact between 

the remote countries of the Pacific and the central organization at 

Geneva. While it would be better to send a representative from 

Headquarters, if this was not possible, a suitable representative 

could certainly be nominated from New Zealand or an adjacent country. 

The DIRECTOR-GENEHAL also agreed that a representative from 

WHO should be sent, and in reply to a question from Dr. Mackenzie, 

pointed out that as the body in question was a non-governmental 

organization, any representative would ba an observer and not a 

delegate. Dr. Redshaw of Australia would be an excellant choice 

for the post. 

Decision: It was agreed that Dr. Redshaw should be invited 
to attend the seventh Pacific Science Congress as an observer 
of WHO. 

The CHAIRMAN invited views from the Board as to whether it 

should lay down as a general principle that as far as possible the 

representation of WHO at international conferences should be 

restricted to local officers. 

Decision: It was agreed, following a proposal by Dr. Byde 
and supported by Dr. Evang and Dr. Mackenzie, that the 
Di re с tor-Gene ral should be allowed to use his own discretion 
in appointing representatives to international conferonceso 



4. NOMINATION BY WHO OF A MEMBER FOR THE FAO STANDING СОШ1ТТЕЕ ON 
RURAL WELFARE (Document S.15) {Item 40 of the Agenda) 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the second recommendation of the 

Interim Commission on page 5 of the above document stating that the 

first meeting of the small FAO Standing Advisory Committee on Rural 

Welfare, to be held in 1948, should include a member nominated by WHO, 

Dr» FORREST (Secretariat) said the Director-General had been faced 

with a dilemma as regards this recommendation as he lacked the necessary 

funds to implement it. He had therefore asked the public-health service 

of the United States to assist him by sending one of its members to the 

coiranittee as representative of WHO, 

Dr» HYDE thought the authority given to the Director-General and 

the Chairman of the Executive Board to appoint members of expert сопь 

mittees would be sufficient to justify an appointment of this type, 

Rirtheij the funds of the 0 /ganization were sufficiently fluid to finance 

such an appointment • In reply to the request by the Director-General, 
• » 

the public-health service of the United States had submitted the name of 

Dr
e
 Williams as representative on the committee, since he was an expert 

in rural welfare and fully conversant with the structure and policy of 

WHO. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed that he possessed the necessary authority 

to make such an appointment, but it was necessary to save as many dollars 

as possible and for this reason the public-health service of the United 

States had been approached* 

Di4 EVANG opposed the principle whereby 1H0 invited a member of a 

national public-health service to represent it on such a committee» 



Any member appointed should have complete freedom of action and this 

would be impossible if he was chosen from the public-health service 

of a given country. For example a situation might arise in which 

the representative of a national public-health service would be 

forced^ when acting as representative of WHO, to take a stand 

contrary to that of his own organization» 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that this appointment had only 

been made for the first: meeting of the с taranittee and that any-

similar decisions in the future would depend on circumstances » 

If WHO had possessed an expert capable of attending such a meeting 

he would obviously have been appointed, but as it did not, ad hoc 

arrangements to meet the circumstances of the case had been necessary. 

Dr. STAMPAR agreed with Dr» Evang
l

s view and thought the 

appointment referred to was contrary to the rules adopted'at the 

first session of the Board regarding appointments to expert committees. 

After some discussion/Dr• MACKENZIE, whilst supporting the 

nomination of D.r
c
 Williams, proposed that the whole problem of the 

relations between FAO and WHO should be deferred until item 41 of 

the Agenda - Establishment of a Joint Expert Committee on Nutrition 

with FAO - was discusscd» —— . 

Decisions The Board took note of the appointment by the 
D i r e c t o r - G o f Dr. Williams to represent WHO in the small 
FAO Standing Adv^ богу Committee on Rural Welfare, and deferred 
the whole problem of relations with FAO until the discussion 
of item 41 of the agenda• w ‘ 

5. HOSPITALITY EXPENSES FOR 1949 (Document EB2/53) (Item 4 of the 
Supplementary Agenda)• 

ï“e СНЛШШШ recalled that the Executive Board, at its first session, 

had determincd that a lump sum of $10,000 should be available for 
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hospitality the interests of tïxe Organization, for allocation at 

toe discretion of the Director-General, and said the Board had now 

to consider the question of hospitality expenses for regional offices. 

Dr. HYDE thought this was related to the general financing of 

regional offices añd therefore proposed postponing consideration of 

the item until the question of the financing of regional offices was 

discussed» Dr. van den BERG supported the proposal. 

Décision! The proposal was adopted, 

6, Н1(Ш ALTITUDE RESEARCH STATIONS (Document EB2/43) (Item 6 of 
the Supplementary Agenda) 

Decisiont On the proposal of Dr. EVANG, seconded by Dr. Zozaya, 
the resolution on page 2 of document EB2/^3 was adopted. 

7. PROPOSED BUREAU OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES (Document A/78. Rev.l) (Item 
26 of the agenda) 

Dr. GOODMAN (Secretariat) said this item had been placed on the 

Agenda because it had been referred by the Health Assembly to the 

Executive Board for study and action. Two proposals had been submitted 

to the Health Assembly} one flrom Czechoslovakia, suggesting the 

establishment of a procurement office for medical supplies, and a 

longer proposal from Bulgaria, suggesting that WHO should survey the 

needs and world production of the major medical supplies in order to 

be able to assist countries to obtain the basic medical supplies 

they required. In discussiorsin the Committee cn Programme there 



bad been considerable hesitation about WHO entering the field 

of procurement, but it had been felt that WHO could give advice 

on the procurement of medical supplies• They had therefore 

adopted in their tnird rsport (document A/78. Rev.l) a recom--

mendation that an advisory bureau should be set up. 

Dr. van den BERG proposed the postponement of discussion 

on this item until the following week, when a pharmaceutical 

specialist was due to join his delegation. 

Decision: It was decided by six votes to two to adjourn 
the discussion of this item until the fpllowing week

4 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MENTAL 
HEüLTH (Document EB2/23). (Item 29 of the Agenda) 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, who had attended the recent Inter-

national Congress on Mental Health in London, introduced his 

report (doaiment EB2/23) and referred to the work done by the 

International Preparatory Commission of the Congress, a statement 

on which was contained in a booklet which was hoped to circulate 

to all delegations in the near future. 

Dr, van den BERG, who had attended the Congress as Chairman 

of the Netherlands Federation for Mental Hygiene, confirmed the 

Directors-General
í

s reports He referred to a： misunderstanding 

in regard to the attitude of "WHO towards, the subject of mental 

health §nd hoped efforts would be made to. avoid any such 

misunderstanding in the future • 



The Board accepted the Chairman
1

s proposal to discuss seriatim 

the recommendations contained in the Annex to the Director-General
1

s 

report. 

Paragraph 1 

Dr. MANIAS proposal that this recommendation be accepted in 

principle was accepted• 

Paragraph 2 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to a question Ъу Di4 GEAR, said 

the words "or region" in sub-paragraph (a) were included because 

there were regions within certain national boundaries ^which illus-

trated various t^pes of mental ill-health. 

Dr. MANI considered that (a), (b) and (с) шге not points on 

•vAiich "WHO as an organization could take any immediate serious actioru 

He suggested that the Director-General be instructed to see 

preliminary studies could be carried out, in consultation "with the 

World Federation for Mental Health. His view was supported by Dr. 

van den BERG, 

The CHAIRMAN thou动t the wording of the first sentence of para-

graph 2 covered Dr
#
 Manias suggestion. 

The recommendation was accepted. 

Paragraph 3 was accepted in principle, without discussion
c 

.... -
‘ • . 

Paragrajii 4 

Dr_ GEAR asked înhat was the meaning of the word "interdisciplinary" 

in sub-paragraph (c), to váiich the DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that the 

question was one "vtóch concerned UNESCO and WHO, The use of the word 

interdisciplinary" was simply an indication that mental health was now 

recognized as not being purely a matter for psychiatrists j it was a 

•wide responsibility of all people concerned nvith the mental development 

of children. 



The recommendation was accepted in principle. 

Paragraph 5 

In reply to a question by Dr. HALVERSON (Alternatè to!.Dr; Rjrde)虜 

the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said this paragraph could only be interpreted as 

an indication that the Congress believed that knowledge, information 

and experience in all fields of health should be exchanged across 

national boundaries• 

On the proposal of Dr
#
 MANI, supported by Dr# van den BERG, the 

Board agreed to take note of the recommendation• 

Paragraph 6 

Dr. MACKENZIE, supported by Dr, EVANG, proposed that the 

recommendation in this paragraph should be submitted to the Health 

Assembly
t 

Dr. MANI thou^it it was premature to recommend th-e establishment 

of an expert commit tee and suggested that the Director-General be asked 

to prepare documentation for consideration at the next session of the 
. * 

Executive Board• Dr, HALVERSON supported Dr. Mani
!

s proposal, "which 

was accepted. 

Paragraph 7 

Dr
#
 van den BERG thought there should be co-operation with UNESCO 

in this matter• 

M
A
 GROS (Observer, United Nations) agreed with Dr» van den Berg

 ë 

UNES60 had already called together a committee of experts to study the 

question of i.nt^natigaal tensions• .
 wo

rtc had 

been done by specialists on the question of the training of social 

workers, and important work on the same subject had also been carried 

out in the Division of Social Activities of the United Nations• 

The recommendation was accepted in principle» 
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Paragraph 8 

Dr» MACKENZIE doubted the wisdom of setting aside a specific 

proportion of the funds for one branch of medicine « He thou^t it 

would, be better to write to governments, pointing out the importance 

attached by 1H0 to mental health, and asking them to bear in mind, 

in deciding on fellowships, the advisability of selecting men for that 

work. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said the recommendation had been formulated 

to follow the precedent .established by the Interim Commission. He 

thought it wouli be satisfactory if the attention of governments were 

called to the need for fellowships for mental health' personnel. 

Dr. van den BERG and Dr. MANI supported Dp. Mackenzie's proposal, 

váiicái was accepted by the Board. 

Paragraph 9 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked for a clarification of the four groups 

mentioned, to vhich the DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that the object of the 

recommendation was to indicate the differences in the approach to mèntal 

health problems. , 

Dr. HALVERSON proposed that the recommendation be accepted in 

principle and asked the Dire с tor-General if he would relate paragraph 

9 more closely to paragraph 4 (a) and (b), 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said there was much information idiich was 

immediately applicable as indicated in paragraph 9, but there wás still 

much to be done on the lines suggested in paragraph 4, ... • 

Dr. GEAR said that, according to the instructions given by the 
. ‘ 曾. . 

Health Assembly, mental health was given only a No
t
 5 priority

#
 He 

suggested that the Director-General be asked to prepare for the next 

session of the Executive Board a recommendation to the next Assembly, 

indicating the action taken on the proposal of the International Congress 

on Mental Health and suggesting that the Assembly should consider 
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raising the priority• 

Paragraph 9 was accepted in principle 

Decision: îhe 
were accepted on the 

re с onanenda ti ons cc ot t ainedtin document EB2/23 
lines of the discussion which had taken place, 

The meeting rose at 6
e
5 РоШз 
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1. ' WELCOME BY THE ChAIIMJ 

The CHâlRlîAN, on behalf of tiia Executive Board, éxtencied a warm 

welcome to Ër. pandit»ьотЪог of tbc Joint O I H J ^ H O Study，,roup on 

Smallpox. 

2. WORKING GROUPS 

The CHAIRMAN, after reading out the timetables for the drafting, 
• . 

committee and the four working groups, proposed that item 30-1 o£ 
. • • * * • 

the agenda ， Collaboration in the publication of papers presented 

at international congresses of medical sciences - should be referred 

to working group.D.. •• 

<« * 

Decisioni This proposal was agreed、 

• •• 

3. INVITATION TO THE -DIRSCTOR GENERAL .TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SEVENTH 
PACIFIC SCIENCE .C0NGES3S (Document ЕВ2Д2) (Item 39^。f the Agenda). 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said this item had been submitted as it 
. ‘ •• ‘ • г 

raised a question of .principle : should the" Board reply to the 
.• * • ‘ • • 

many invitations addreased to it by international conferences by-

sending senior members of thé Secretariat as representatives, which 
, , # • ‘ 

would involve considerable- expense and difficulty, or should siich 

representatiorj be restricted to those officers of WHO who happened 

to be in the locality where such conferences were held? 

Dr. STAMPAR thought that WHO should be represented at the 
‘ •. . * 

seventh session of the Pacific Science Congress because he had 

attended the sixth session in 1939 and found that a considerable 

part'of its work was devoted to health problems• It would be suffi-

cient，however, to ask a représentative í̂ rom New Zealand to attend 

the Congress as an observer^ and report to the Executive Board on 

the decisions taken therein. . •. .. • • . 

Dr. HIDE supported this proposal but stressed that any-

representative chosen should possess a real understanding of the 

structure and possibilities of WHO, since in the past WHO 



representativas at such international conferences had sometimes put 

forward proposals which were impractical. 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked if the Director-General would give the Board 

some guidance on whether a representative or an observer was required. 

He suggested that the Interim Commission's decision on representation 

contained in Official Records' No. 6，Annex 53
9
 might assist the Board, • 

Dr. DOWLING thought that WHO should be represented at the Congress 

since firstly, it was an
:

extremely important body ánd secondly, it 

would provide a means of establishing contact between tho remote ‘ 

countries of the Pacific- and the central organization at Geneva.• It 

would therefore be well for the Organization to be represented at the 

Congress, preferably by a nominee from headquarters. If this were not 

possible, someone familiar with the work of the Organization from New 

Zealand or an adjacent country could attend.in that capacity. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL also agreed that a representative from TOO . 

should be sent, and in reply to a question from Dr. Mackenzie, pointed 

out that as the body in question was a non-governmental organization, 

any representative would be an observer and not a delegate. Dr. Redshaw 

of Australia would be an excellent choice for the post. 

Decision: It was agreed that WHO should be represented at 
the Seventh Pacific Science Congress by an observer and that 
Dr» Redshaw should be asked to go in this capacity. The 
invitation would of course be sent through the Director-
General of Health of Australia.. . • 

• . ‘ • ‘ - • 、 . . . 

The CHAIRMAN invited views from' the Board as to whether it should 

lay down as a general principle that as far as possible the representat-

ion of WHO at international conferences of non-governmental organizations 
• ' . • •' . ’ . ‘ � . « 

should be restricted to local officers. • .••‘ 

Decisiont It was agreed, following-a propoâàl by Dr,.Hyde 
and supported by Dr. Evang and Dr. Mackenzie, that the 
Director-General should be allowed to use his own discretion 
in appointing representatives to international conferences, it 
being made clear to observers that their function is to observe 
and report only. 
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4. NOMINATION BY 1HO OF A MEMBER FOR. THE FAO STANDING COMMITTEE ON 
RURAL VffiLFARE (Document S.15) (Item 40 of the Agenda) 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the second recommendation of the 

Interim Commission on page 5 of the above document stating that the 

first meeting of the small"FAO Standing Advisory Committee on Rural 

Welfare, to be held in 1948, should include a member nominated by WHO, 

” D r . FORREST (Secretariat) said the Director-General had been faced 

with a dilemma âs regards this recônHnendation as hé lacked the necessary 

funds to implement it•‘ He had therefore asked the public-health services 

of the United States to assist him by sending one of its members to the 

committee as representative of WHO 

Dr. HYDE thought the authority given to the Director-General and 

the Chairman of the Executive Board to appoint members of expert com-

mittees would be sufficient to justify an appointment of this type. 

Further, the funds of the Organization were sufficiently
1

 fluid to finance 

such an appointment» In reply to the request by the. Director-General, 

Dr. Hyde had submitted the name of Dr. Williams as representative on the 

committee, since he was an expert in rurâl welfare ând as Chief of the 

Health Branch of the United States Department of State fully conversant 

with the structure and policy of WHO, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed that he possessed the necessary authority 

to make such an appointment, but it was necessary to save as many dollars 

as possible and for this reason the public-health service of the United 

States had been approached. 

Dr. EVANO opposed the principle whereby WHO invited national 

public-health service to provide a member to such an important inter-

national body, on behalf of WHO, 



Any member appointed should have complete freedom of action and this 

would be impossible if he was. chosen by the public-health service 

of a given country. For example a situation might arise in which the 

representative of a national public-health service would be forced, 

when acting on behalf of WHO， to take a stand contrary to that of his 

own organization. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that "Ms appointment had only been 

made for the first meeting of the committee and that any similar 

decisions in the future would depend on circumstances. If WHO had 

possessed an expert capable of attending such a meeting he would obvious-

ly have been appointed, but as it did not, ad hoc arrangements to meet 

the circumstances of the case had been necessary. 

Dr, STAMPAR agreed with Dr. Evang
1

 s view and thought the appointment 

referred to was contrary to the rules adopted at the first session of 

the Board regarding appointments to expert committees• 

Dr, HÏDE stated that the letter from the Director-General concerning 

this appointment had been addressed to him, аз US member of the Board; 

that the letter had suggested the possibility that an appropriate expert 

might be obtained from the US Public Health Service； that he had recom-

mended Dr, Williams without consulting the Public Health Service, He 

pointed out that no expense was involved since the meeting was being held 

in Washington. He said that if it were being held elsewhere it would 

have been necessary for WHO topay Dr. Williams* expenses• In regard to 

the principle under discussion, Dr, Hyde stated that it was often necessaiy 

to draw experts from national health services, since that was where a 

high proportion of the leading experts in the fields of WHO responsibility 

were to be found. ' 

Dr, MACKENZIE felt the Director-General had acted rightly in appoin-

ting an expert, and said he was surprised to hear that the expert was 



regarded as representing WHO. He reminded the Board that at its last 

session the machinery in document S.15 had been adopted, pending further 

discussion at the present session, and he proposed that there should be 

full discussion of the arrangements to be made with FAO when item 41 

of the Agenda was considered. 

Decision: The Board took note of the appointment by the 
Director-General of Dr. Williams to represent WHO in the small 
FÁO Standing Advisory Committee on Rural Welfare, and deferred 
the whole problem of relations with FAO until the discussion 
of item 41 of the agenda. 

HOSPITALITY EXPENSES FOR 1949 (Document EB2/53) (Item 4 of the 
Supplementary Agenda)• 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Executive Board, at its first session, 

had determined that a lump sum of |10,000 should be available for 

hospitality in the interests of the Organization, for allocation at the 

discretion of the Director-General, and said the Board had now to con-
• • i _ 

sider the question of hospitality expenses for regional offices. 

Dr. HYDE thought this was related to the general financing of 

regional offices and therefore proposed postponing consideration of the 

item until the question of the financing of regional offices was discussed. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the proposal. 

Decision? The proposal was adopted, 

6. HIGH ALTITUDE RESEARCH STATIONS (Document EB2/43) (Item 6 of 
the Supplementary Agenda) 

Decision; On the proposal of Dr. EVANG, seconded by Dr, Zozaya, 
the resolution on page 2 of document EB2/43 was adopted. 

7. PROPOSED BUREAU OF MSDICÁL SUPPLIES (Document A/78. Rev.l) (Item 
26 of the Agenda) 

Dr. GOODMAN (Secretariat) said this item had been placed on the 

Agenda because it had been referred by the Health Assembly to the 

Executive Board for study and action. Two proposals had been submitted 

to the Health Assemblyj one from Czechoslovakia, suggesting the establish-



ment of a procurement office for medical supplies, and a longer proposal 

from Bulgaria, suggesting that WHO should survey the needs and world 

production of the major medical supplies in order to be able to assist 

countries to obtain the basic medical supplies they required^ In discus-

sions in the Committee on Programme there had been considerable hesitation 

about WHO entering the field of procurement, but it had been felt that 

WHO could give advice on the procurement of medical supplies. They had 

therefore adopted in their third report (document A/78.Rev,1) a recom-

mendation that an advisory bureau should be set up. 

Dr. van den BERG proposed the postponement of discussion on this 

item until the follcwing week, when a pharmaceutical specialist was due 

to join his delegation. 

Dr. MACKENZIE suggested that in order to obtain the material necessary 

for the work of the Bureau, the Director-General should write to all 

• “ ’ “ • • 

countries engaged in the production of' medical ; supplies and ask for infor-

mation about their export machinery, viz. whether thor.e v;as one co-ordinat-

ing department, or whether manufacturing houses must, be approached 

directly, .. .:’. . 

; Decision; Dr. Mackenzie
f

s remark was noted and it was decided 
by.six votes to two to adjourn the discussion of this item \mtll 
the following vnek» ,. 

8
;

. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INTERÑATIOMb。CONGRESS ON MENTAL HEALTH 
(Document EB2/23) (Item 29 of the Agenda) 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, who had attended the recent International 

Congress on Mental Health, in London, introduced his report (document EB2/23) 

and referred to the work done by the International Preparatory Commission 
• ： • • . 

t 
of the Congress, a-statement on which was contained•in à booklet which it 

« • 

was hoped to circulate to all delegations in the near future. 

Dr. van den BERG, who had attended the Congress as Chairman of the 
• - - , . 

Netherlands Federation for Mental Hygiene, confirmed the Director-General
1

s 



report. He referred to a misunderstanding in regard to the attitude of 

WHO towards the- subject of mental health and hoped efforts would be made 

to avoid any such misunderstanding in the future. 

Dr. MACKENZIE strongly supported the recommendations generally and 

hoped that the World Federation for Mental Health would be brought into 
• • • • . 

relation with WHO as soon as possible. 

The Board accepted the Chairman^ proposal to discuss, seriatim the 

recommendations contained in the Annex to the Director-General
?

s report. 

Paragraph 1 

• • 

Dr. MA.NI
f

S proposal that this recommendation be accepted in principle 

was accepted. 

Paragraph 2 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to a qùestion by Dr. GEAR, said the 
‘ • .. . 

words
 ,f

or region" in sub-paragraph (a) were included because there were 

regions within certain national boundaries which illustrated various 

types of mental ill-health. 

Dr. MANI considered that (a)
>
 (b) and (c) v«rere not points on which 

WHO as an organization could take any inmediat.e. serious action. He 

suggested that the Director-General be instructed to see what preliminary 

studies could be carried out, in ccnsultation with the World Federation 

for Mental Health. His view was supported by Dr. van den BERG. 

The CHAIRM/iN thought the wording of the first sentence of paragraph 

2 covered Dr. Mani
r

s suggestion. ' 

• • 

The recommendation was accepted. • 

Paragraph 3 was accepted in principle, without discussion. 

Paragraph 4 ‘ 

Dr. GEAR asked what was the meaning of the word "interdisciplinary" 

in sub-paragraph (c), to which the DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that the 



question was one which concerned UNESCO and WHO, The use of the word 
• ••• 

"interdisciplinary
1

，was simply an indication that mental health v.
r

as new 

recognized as not being purely a matter for psychiatrists; it was a wide 

responsibility of all people concerned with the mental development of 

children• 

The re с ommendati on was accepted in principle. 

Paragraph 5 

In reply to a question by Dr. HALViRSON (Alternate to Dr. Hyde), 

the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said this paragraph could only be interpreted as an 

indication that the Congress believed that knowledge, information and 

experience in all fields of health should be exchanged across national 

boundaries. 

On the proposal of Dr
0
 МАШ, supported by Dr, van den BERG, the Board 

agreed to take note of the recommendation. 

Paragraph 6 

Dr, MACKENZIE， supported by Dr, EVANG, proposed that the recommendation 

in this paragraph should be submitted to the Health Assembly. 

Drс MANI thought it was premature to recommend the establishment of 

an expert committee and suggested that the Director-General be asked to 

prepare documentation for consideration at the next session of the Executive 

Board, Dr, HALVERSON supported Dr. Mani
f

s proposal, which was accepted. 

Paragraph 7 

Dr
e
 van den BERG thought there should be ca-operation with UNESCO in 

this matter. 

M. GROS (Observer, United Nations) agreed with Dr. van den Berg, 

UNESCO had already called together a committee of experts to study the 

question of international tensions• Considerable work had been done by-

specialists on the question of the training of social workers, and important 



work on the sane subject had also been carried out in the Division of 

Social Activities of the United Nations. .
 t 

The re с oromondat i on was accepted in principle. 

Paragraph 8 

Dr. MiiCKENZIE doubted the wisdom of setting aside a specific pro-

portion of the funds for one branch of medicine• He thought it would 

be bettor to write to governments, pointing out the importance attached 

by WHO to mental healthy and asking them to bear in mind, in deciding on 

fellowships> the advisability cf selecting some men for that work, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said the recommendation had been formulated to 

follow the precedent established by the Interim Commission. He thought it 

would be satisfactory if the attention of governments were called to the 

need for fellowships for mental health- personnel. 

Dr. van den BERG and Dr. MANI supported Dr. Mackenzie
1

 s proposal, 

which was accepted by the Board, 

Paragraph 9 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked for a clarification of the four groups mentioned, 

to which the DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that the object of the recommenda-

tion was to indicate the differences in the approach to mental health prob-

lems
 e 

Dr. HALVERSON proposed that the recommendation be accepted in 

principle and asked the Director-General if he would roíate paragraph 9 

more closely to paragraph 4 (a) and (b). 

The DIRECTOR-GENERf.L said there was much information which was 

immediately applicable as indicated in paragraph 9, but there was still 

much to be done on the lines suggested in paragraph 4. 
• • 

Dr, GEAR said that, according to the instructions given by the 

Health Assembly^ mental health was given only a No. 5 priority. He 

suggested that the Directors-General be aáced to prepare for the next 
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session of the Executive Board a recommendation to the next Assembly, 

indicating the action taken on the proposal of the International 

Congress on Mental Health and suggesting that the Assembly should consider 

raising the priority. 

Paragraph 9 was accepted in principle. 

Decision: The recommendations contained in document EB2/23 
were accepted cn the lines of the discussion which had taken 
place• 

The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m. 
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Title page: Insert after list of membersî 

"Observers 

United Nations.: M. Louis GROS 

FAO j Dr. J.M. U T S K Ï 

ILOî Mr. R.E. MANNING 

UNESCO} Dr. I.M. ZHUKÓVA»' 

Page 2, line 3 t Substitute comma for full stop after "Dr. Pandit" 

and addî ««member of the Joint OIHP - 'l/VHO Study Group on 

Smallpox. 

" line 22t Delete "six of its"meetings" and substitute 

"the sixth session". 

.. - • 
n

 3# after line 2 : Insert the following paragraphî 

"Dr. MCKENZIE asked if the Director-General would give 

the B^ard some guidance on whether a representative or an 

observer was required. He suggested thát the Interim 

Commission's decision on representation contained in ' 

-Official Records Nfl, 6， Annex 53, might assist the Board," 

秒 3, line 7： Delete sentence beginning "i/riiile it would • ••“ and 

substitute : -

и

1* would therefore be well for the Organization to be 

represented at the Congress, preferably by a nominee from 
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headquarters^ If this were not possible, someone familiar 

with the work of the Organization from New Zealand or an 

adjacent country could attend in that capacity^ 

Page Ъ
>
 line 16î Delete the decision and substitute the following : 

ft

Decisioru It was agreed that ТОЮ should b.e represented at 
the Seventh Pacific Science Congress by an observer and that 
Dr» Redshaw should be asked to go in .this capacity« The 
invitation would of course be sent through the Director-
General of Health of Australia." 

« » 

•• 3> line 21; after "conferences
11

 insert "of non—governmental 

organizations 

•• 3, last line: Substitute comma for full stop and add， 

'”it’ being made clear. to observers that thair function is 

tp observe and report only> 

и

. 4, line 17: Delete
 w

the. public^h^alth service, of the United 

States" and substitute "Dr. Hyde
11

, • 

w

 4, line 19： After «welfare and" insert. Chief of the Health 
• , é 

.Branch of the United States Department of State,。”" 

H

 • 4, line 26: Delete "a member of
1

••‘ 

Last line: Delete "represent it on such a committee
l?

 and 
‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . 

substitute "provide a member to such an important international 
. * • . • « * • ,. • • 

body, on behalf of TOO". ..... . , , 

п

 5, line 2r Delete «from
11

 an¿ substitüte''财〜 

11

 5s line 5î Delete "as r epr e sent at ive
w

 and substitute "on behalf 

и

 5, Insert after paragraph 3 the following г 

"Dr. HYDE stated that the letter from the Director-General 

concerning this appointment had been addressed to hlm^ as US 

member of the Board; that the letter had suggested the possi-

bility that an 牢propriate expert might be obtained from the US 

Public Health Service; that he had recommended Dr. Williams 



without consulting the Public Health Service. He pointed 

out that no expense was involved since the meeting was being 

held in Washington. He said that if it were being held 

elseiwhere it would have been necessary for ТШО to pay 

Dr. Williams
!

 expenses. In regard to the principle under 

discussion, Dr
#
 Hyde stated that it was often necessary to 

draw experts from national health services, since that was 

where a high proportion of the leading experts in the fields 

of WHO responsibility were to be founds 

Page 5, Delete paragraph 4 and substitute the following t 

"Dr. MACKENZIE felt the Director4jeneral had acted rightly 

in appointing an expert
д
 and said he -was surprised to hear that 

the expert was regarded as representing ТШО» He reminded the 

Board that at its last session the machinery in document S*15 

had been adopted, pending further discussion at the present 

session, and he proposed that there should be full discussion 

of the arrangements to be made with FAO when item 41 of the 

Agenda was considered." 

n

 7t Insert after paragraph 2: 

,r

Dr» MACKENZIE suggested that in order to obtain the 

material necessary for the work of the Bureau, the Director— 

General should write to all countries engaged in the production 

of medical supplies and ask for information about their export 

machinery
д
 viz, whether there was one co-ordinating department, 

or whether manufacturing houses must be approached directly«
f

, 

n

 7, paragraph 3: After ^Decisionw^ insert "Dr^ Mackenzie^ 

remark was noted and
11

4 
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Page 7» Add at the bottom of page» 

"Dr, MCKENZIE strongly supported the recommendations 

generally and hoped that the World Federation for Mental 

Health would be brought into relation with "WHO as soon as 

possible, 

и

 10, line 6t Between "selecting
e

 and "men" add "some". 


